New Perfect Match
Liquid Gel Builder
Instructions

®

PREP

USING DUO FORMS

1. Gently push back and clean cuticles.
2. Use a 180 grit file on the surface of the natural nail
plate to eliminate shine.
3. Spray and wipe nails with Perfect Match Gel
Cleanser and Nail Prep Solution.

1. Apply Perfect Match PrimeBond to the entire nail. Fit
and apply LeChat DuoForm.
2. Sculpt tips to desired length and onto 1/3 of the nail
plate with Liquid Gel Builder and cure for 1 minute in
LED lamp.
3. Brush a thin layer of Liquid Gel Builder onto the entire
nail surface, make sure to cover sidewalls. DO NOT
CURE.
4. Drop a bead of Liquid Gel Builder toward the center of
the nail to create an apex. Flash cure for 10 seconds in
LED lamp. Apply more gel for desired thickness and
flash cure.
5. Repeat on all nails and cure for 1 minute in LED lamp.
6. Remove the nail DuoForm and cleanse nails.

TIP APPLICATION
1. Apply LeChat Deco™ tips using a rocking method and
cut to desired length.
2. File, shape, and blend contact area using a 180 grit
file, taking care not to file too aggressively on the
natural nail.
3. Brush off excess dust and debris.
4. Spray and wipe nails with Perfect Match Gel Cleanser
and Nail Prep Solution
5. Apply Perfect Match Bond Plus to exposed natural nail.

PRODUCT APPLICATION
1. Remove shine from natural nail with a 180 grit file.
Remove dust and oils using cleanser on a lint free wipe.
We recommend Perfect Match Gel Cleanser & Nail Prep
Solution.
2. Brush on a thin layer of Liquid Gel Builder onto the
entire nail surface, make sure to cover sidewalls.
DO NOT CURE.
3. Drop a bead of Liquid Gel Builder toward the center of
the nail to create an apex. Flash cure for 10 seconds in
LED lamp. Apply more gel for desired thickness and
flash cure.
4. Repeat on all nails and cure for 1 minute in LED lamp.
5. File, shape and buff. Cleanse nails to remove dust.
6. Apply Perfect Match Basecoat, 2 layers of your desired
Perfect Match nail color, and Perfect Match Topcoat,
and cure each layer for 30 seconds. If using a topcoat
other than non-cleansing topcoat, use cleanser to
remove tacky residue.
7. Finish by applying cuticle oil.
8. If no nail color is desired, apply Perfect Match Topcoat
and cure for 30 seconds.

FILL IN APPLICATION
1. Remove gel color gently with file or e-file.
2. Gently push back and clean cuticles.
3. Spray and wipe nails with PM Gel Cleanser and Nail
Prep Solution.
4. Apply Perfect Match Bond Plus onto natural nail.
5. Apply thin layer of Liquid Gel Builder onto the nail
(DO NOT CURE), reinforce the side walls, then apply a
bead of gel to create an apex.
6. Cure for 1 minute.

REMOVAL
1. Clip of file off extended nails
2. File off 3/4 of builder before soak.
3. Fully saturate the cotton with remover. We recommend
Perfect Match Soak-Off Remover. Soak for 15 minutes.
For thicker nails, additional time may be needed.
4. Gently push product off with a pusher. Buff nails if
needed.
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